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Welcome from the Principal 
 
Thank you for considering Ark Alexandra Academy 
Sixth Form for your next step towards university 
or your career of choice 

 
By joining Ark Alexandra Academy 6th Form, the 
only Church of England sixth form in the area, you 
will become part of a small and friendly school-
based learning community, where students receive 
individual support and guidance in order to make 
excellent academic progress and apply successfully 
for university, apprenticeships or directly to the 
best school leaver employment opportunities. 

 
You will see from this prospectus that we offer a 
wide range of A level subjects, including all those 
that are most valued by leading universities, and 
also Professional Pathways in subjects such as 
Business and IT. All courses are delivered by 
passionate subject specialists who are highly 
committed and eager to see you succeed. 

 
We are extremely proud of the achievements of 
our students, with a growing number each year 
moving on to top universities, higher 
apprenticeships, and degree apprenticeships. 

 
The hard work of teachers and students alike 
ensures that students make strong academic 
progress and are encouraged to target aspirational 
yet realistic destinations. Our progression rate to 
Russell Group universities 

 

is well above the 
national average 
for all schools 
(including private 
schools) and double 
the average for all 
schools and colleges 
in East Sussex. 

 
Our ethos is different to other local providers — this 
is a school sixth form not a college, with additional 
structure and high expectations that will help you 
make a steady and successful transition from GCSE 
study through to your next steps. We expect our 
students to act as excellent role models, and we will 
offer you a range of opportunities for leadership, 
responsibility, and personal development both in and 
out of the classroom. 
 
This prospectus will give you a clear idea of what life 
will be like at Ark Alexandra Academy 6th Form. 
You can be certain that we will be extremely 
ambitious for you and will sustain high expectations 
and will guide and support you to achieve. 
 
Mr L Collins 
Principal 

 

 

  



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Welcome 

 
At Ark Alexandra, we are focused on developing our students into 
well-rounded individuals with the qualifications, skills, and mindset 
to succeed at university and in their professional working life. 
 
The truest measure of our success is to be found in the value that 
we add to the students between entry to our sixth form, to the time 
when they take their external exams. Supporting excellent student 
progress is where we truly shine, our three-year average Alps score 
means we perform above the national average. In simple terms, this 
means that Ark Alexandra, students perform in the top 25% of all other 
students at schools/sixth forms in the country, when compared to students 
with the same GCSE grades on entry. You can be confident that Ark Alexandra 
will do for you what it has done for previous students and give you the best possible chance of accessing a 
highly competitive university, apprenticeship, or employment. 
 
However, whilst our results are outstanding by any measure, what really separates us from other Sixth 
Forms is the quality of pastoral care and the wealth of enrichment that students receive with us. From an 
exciting and innovative careers programme to a wealth of opportunities provided by our outstanding sports 
facilities and our relationship with Royal Shakespeare company students thrive whatever their interest.  
 
Our Sixth Form has earned a reputation for delivering excellent outcomes and we are extremely proud of 
the achievements of our students, that have allowed them to progress to top tier destinations such as Oxford, 
Cambridge and many other Russell Group universities — you can find out more about our success stories in 
the case studies in this prospectus. 
 
Louisa Fagan 
Leader of Sixth Form 

 



 

 

Our unique and successful Sixth Form 

We are unique because:  
 

• We are the only school sixth form in Hastings 
and Bexhill 

• We are the only Church of England school 
sixth form in Hastings and Bexhill  

• We offer small class sizes of up to 18 students 
with the current average being 10.  

• Our teachers are experts in their subjects; 
with often at least 10 years of experience 
teaching A level  

• We are the only comprehensive sixth form to 
have a standalone Combined Cadet Force  

• As part of Ark, students can be awarded 
Bursaries worth up to £30,000 

We are successful because:  
 

• Our students make excellent progress  

• Our students go on to the universities of 
their choice  

• Our students achieve high calibre 
apprenticeships 

• Our students enjoy their time in sixth form 
and leave feeling empowered and valued 

. 

Results 2022 
 

Alps Score – 3 
Our 3-year average is Alps 3, which means that students who study in our sixth form are outperforming 
75% of students in other colleges in schools, who start their A levels with the same grades. 

A*-E A*-C A*-B 

97% 73% 52% 

High Attainers 
In 2022, the students who entered our sixth form with grades 7 and above outperformed 99% of their 
peers with a similar GCSE grade profile. 

 2022 2021 2020 

% 3 A*-A 33% 25% 25% 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Ark Alexandra Sixth Form is an academic sixth form which prepares students to study at competitive 
universities and take up employment in highly respected careers and apprenticeships. We are a small 
sixth form with a broad range of A level courses, that prioritises small classes and high-quality teaching 
and learning. 

A-Level Pathway  
 
We offer the core academic subjects at A level that 
are highly valued by good universities, and that 
allow you to have a progression route. If you have 
met the entry criteria below, you can choose from a 
range of A level courses and several BTEC Level 3 
courses. At interview we will carefully consider 
your subject choices so that they prepare you for 
the career of your choice. 

Professional Pathways  
 
In addition to A level courses, we offer a 
Professional Pathways programme. This 
programme is aimed at preparing students to apply 
for selective universities, or for progression directly 
into employment through school leaver 
programmes or degree apprenticeships.  
 
We receive support from the Ark network for 
Professional Pathways, including visits to 
businesses, access to work experience 
opportunities, a bespoke work-readiness 
curriculum, and career mentoring from both 
teachers and employers. You will work with 
corporate partners such as Grant Thornton, Lloyds 
Banking Group and Bloomberg, and university 
partners including King’s College London and 
Imperial. 
 
 

Likely GCSEs Programme 

At least grades 7’s and 8’s including English and 
Maths 

3 or 4 A levels   
Extension Programme 

At least 5 GCSEs grade 9-5 including English and 
Maths   

3 A levels  
2 A levels 1 Extended Diploma  
Professional Pathways  

At least 4 GCSEs grade 4 and above including 
either English or Maths 

Professional Pathways  
Maths and/ or English GCSE  

  

 

Route to University and Career Success 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pastoral Support 
We are proud of the pastoral care we provide our students. Our promise to each of our students is 

that we will know each of them. We recognise the challenges of the last few years and the stress that 

can be involved in Sixth Form studies. In place, we have a wide range of support to enable student to 

grow and flourish.  
Tutor 

Each student has their own tutor who they meet with each morning. Tutor time is an important part 

of our curriculum in which students receive careers guidance, personal, social and health education 

and individual reviews of their academic progress.  

Place2Be 

Place2Be offer counselling services in school for students to be referred to and for students to self-

refer.  

Dedicated Pastoral lead 

Ms Kirk oversees the pastoral care of our students and ensures the correct care, safeguarding and 

financial assistance is in place. If you have any questions about our provision, please contact Ms 

Kirk (email: a.kirk@arkalexandra.org) 

Safeguarding and SEND 

Our Sixth Form is well supported by whole school safeguarding processes and policies. We have a 

team of dedicated and expert professionals in place to support. Similarly, we have an expert SEND 

department to support student who need additional support. 

 

 

 

Ms Kirk, Pastoral Lead and Ms Britt, 

Lead CP & Safeguarding Officer celebrating 

with students at the Year 13 Prom. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Financial Support & Expenses 

Additional Costs  
There are no compulsory additional costs in studying in 6th Form. The academy provides access for 
students to the equipment and materials that they will need to study for their chosen courses.  
Students are often advised to buy textbooks to enhance their studies but there is funding available to 
assist. There is also in cases of financial hardship assistance available for travel.  
 
IT support  
All students who study in the sixth form have a paid subscription to Seneca and an account that 
enables them to use all Microsoft and Google apps. If students do not have access to their own 
device, a chrome book is available for their use for the duration of their studies.   
 
Travelling to 6th Form  
The Academy is served by several bus services from across the area. Information about bus services 
can be obtained from Stagecoach or by contacting Ms Kirk. Hastings and West St Leonards train 
stations are 15 minutes away.  
 
Bursary Scheme  
The Academy operates a Bursary Scheme for vulnerable students and students whose household 
income is less than £30,000. Further details are available from Ms Kirk by email at 
a.kirk@arkalexandra.org.  
 
Ark Bursary Scheme  
Students are nominated in year 13 to apply for an Ark Bursary. These bursaries are to help students 
cover the cost of university and range from £2,500 to £30,000.   

  

Students were awarded over £60,000 

of bursaries in 2022 to study at university. 

mailto:a.kirk@arkalexandra.org


 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Hannah Barnicoat-Hill achieved A* A* A* A* and 
secured a place to study Maths at Cambridge 
University. 

Stuart Gray A* A A, who is taking a gap year before 
going on to study Medicine.  
 
Biddy Davies, who achieved A* in Art, A in Maths and 
A in Further Maths. 

 

Careers guidance 
 
We provide a comprehensive and wider ranging careers programme for all our students this includes:  
 

• Regular visitors to speak to the students from universities and employers in assemblies.  

• Careers Fayres  

• A Futures week for year 12 which includes workshops, seminars and talks from over 30 local and 
national employers  

• 1 to 1 guidance on applying to university and writing a UCAS statement  

• Support with setting up high calibre work experience (High courts, MP’s office etc.)  

• Workshops run by leading employers such as KPMG  

• Collaboration with Villiers Park  

• Expert guidance on Apprenticeships including Degree Apprenticeships  

 

 

Destinations 2022 

• Over £60,000 was awarded to students in Ark Bursaries to study at university  

• Over 80% of students achieved a place at their first choice at university   

• 20% of students achieved a place at their second choice of university  

 

Destinations and Pathways 



Enrichment 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Enrichment 



 
 

 

 

 

 

We offer a fantastic range of activities and programmes to enrich your sixth form experience. Additional 

visits, speakers and activities organised by the sixth form team are designed to stimulate your intellectual 

curiosity, promote learning and celebrate student successes.  

Extension Programme  
We are a high achieving academic sixth form and 
for those students who join us with the highest 
grades we offer a programme to ensure they are 
well prepared to apply for the most competitive 
universities and careers.  
 
This programme is bespoke to individual students 
and includes the opportunity to:  
 
Study 4 A levels  
 
Undertake the Extended Professional Qualification  
 
Take part of the Ark US Scholars Programme which 
helps prepare students to apply to American 
universities, sit SAT/ACT tests, and secure for 
financial aid.   
 
Take part in The Medic Portal to supporting 
students in their application to medicine  
 
Take part in Zero Gravity mentoring – which has 
an excellent track record of securing students a 
place in the top universities including Oxford and 
Cambridge  

Enrichment  
There are many enrichment opportunities at our 
6th Form including:  
 

• Duke of Edinburgh Award   

• School Musical  

• Annual Hastings Sanctuary Festival  

•  Performances at Barbican in London  

• Sports events   

• Visits to Parliament and the opportunity to 
meet local politicians  

• Visits to London  

• Celebratory Year 13 Prom  

• Overseas visits for example to Poland  

• Fund raising for the local community  
 

What Makes Us Unique  

Armed Forces  
We are the only Comprehensive School Sixth form 
provider East Sussex with a Combined Cadet Force 
(CCF). The CCF offers student not only valuable life 
skills, highly respected by employers, but provides 
a pathway into careers in the armed forces. 

Creative Arts  
We are a Lead school for the Royal Shakespeare 
Company, which provides exciting opportunities 
for students. Similarly, we also work in close 
partnership with the Hofesh Shechter Dance 
Company.  

Part of something much bigger  
Our students are fortunate to be able to take advantage of the links that the Ark network can offer, which 
include expert mentoring, links to high calibre employment advice and opportunities and finally financial 
assistance for their next steps.  
 
As a small sixth form we pride ourselves on our versatility to adapt and add to our enrichment 
programme to meet the interests and needs of our students. 

 

 

Enrichment 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instilling responsibility, camaraderie and resourcefulness 

 

The Combined Cadet Force has aimed to "provide a disciplined organisation in 

schools so that pupils may develop powers of leadership by means of training to 

promote the qualities of responsibility, self-reliance, resourcefulness, endurance and 

perseverance" ever since it was assembled in 1948, shortly after the end of the Second 

World War. 

 

With just over 120 cadets and 70 junior cadets, Ark Alexandra’s Combined Cadet 

Force (CCF) is one of the newest contingents in the South East. 8 members of staff 

provide a varied and exciting training programme every Tuesday afternoon, as well as 

one Field Day per year and a four-day camp. The contingent is commanded by 

Captain Burchell who has a number of years military experience with the commando 

forces. He is assisted by section commanders Lt. Ms Clark and acting under officers 

Ms Brasier, Mr Maclean, Mr Gutsell, Mr Morley, Ms Springett and Mr Redman. There 

are also voluntary overnight tactics exercises and range days, and the opportunity to 

participate in MoD-sponsored adventure training and military-based courses around 

the country.  

Combined Cadet Force 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building resilience and rewarding perseverance 

 

The Academy offers an opportunity for all 

Sixth Form and Year 9/10 pupils to get 

involved in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award 

scheme at bronze, silver and gold level. 

Participation in the scheme is voluntary. It 

offers a series of constructive individual 

challenges that encourage personal 

development and is highly valued by 

employers and universities. 

The award at Ark Alexandra Academy is led by 

DofE Manager and assessor Nicholas Burchell 

with 14 years’ experience; Nicholas is also the 

Contingency Commander for the Army Cadet 

Force. 

Pupils form teams of four to seven and receive 

guidance from a member of staff who acts as 

mentor for their programme. The scheme is 

very popular at the College: 86 pupils are 

currently working towards their bronze and silver award. 

It is a four-section programme with three progressive levels: 

• Bronze (for those aged 14 and over) 

 

• Silver (for those aged 15 and over) – minimum length of time: 12 months 

(unless you hold the Bronze Award) 

 

• Gold (for those aged 16 and over)  

Duke of Edinburgh Award 



 

 

I chose to stay on at the 6th form, 

because after my GCSE results, I 

had complete trust in my teachers 

to push me in a nurturing 

environment, bringing me endless 

opportunities and experiences, and 

to fuel my passion for the Arts.” 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

My experience 
Former Ark Alexandra Academy 6th Form student Ellie Peacock 

received A*, A, C and is presently studying a BA in Dance at the 

world-renowned London Contemporary Dance School 

I loved the idea of the teachers knowing me already; 
understanding my weaknesses and strengths, and 
the strategies to aid my learning. This allowed me to 
start building on the previous foundations but also 
to push my mindset to cogitate further. I’ve been so 
fortunate with experiences during my time in the 
6th form: endless amounts of performance 
opportunities, chances to watch inspiring live 
works, building connections with the professional 
arts industries, and all the workshops from the 
famous Hofesh Shechter Company. 

I will be forever grateful to my inspirational 
teachers; everything I was taught through my dance 
and drama lessons has completely prepared me for 
my next step, not just the physical skills, but all the 
soft skills that help you become a well-rounded 
person in society. At the 6th form you have teachers 
who are so completely passionate and dedicated to 
giving you the best education, allowing you to reach 
your full potential with constant support and 
guidance for a happy successful future. 

  

Ark Alexandra is a Lead Associate School with 

the RSC. This offers high quality Shakespeare 

learning in English and Drama A levels and 

exciting enrichment opportunities through 

performances and workshops with partner 

schools across the region. 

 



 

Timeline of application to arrival 
 

WHAT TO DO  WHEN 

Visit us at Ark Alexandra 
Academy  

16th November 2022 between 4pm – 7pm  
No need to book – just come along!  

Complete your application  Your school will support you with how to apply, or you can use the 
online application which can be found on our website. If you have any 
questions about the process, you can either call, e mail or pop in. 
The deadline for this is 13th January 2023  

Interview  You will be invited to an interview in February 2023.  

Offer  We will be in contact with you following your interview to advise if 
you have been successful in receiving a conditional offer.  

Keep in touch  You will need to send a response back to accept your place. Please feel 
free to contact us should you have any further questions  

Transition Days – July 2023  You will be invited to spend a couple of days with us in Sixth Form, it 
will be a good opportunity to get to know the staff and students, as 
well as get some more information about your chosen subjects.  

Good luck  Study hard for your exams & aim for the best results you can!!  

We will contact you Make sure you keep an eye out for any emails over the summer for 
important information about enrolling after you collect your GCSE 
results. We will also have information on our social media pages and 
website  

Enrolment  You will be invited in for enrolment on the same day as you have 
collected your GCSE results to confirm the subjects you would like to 
study. Do not worry if you did not get the results you were hoping for, 
still come and see us and we can speak about what options are 
available to you!  

  



 

Course Guide 

 
 

Art and Design  
Biology 
BTEC Business 
Chemistry 

 
Dance 
Design & Technology 
Drama and Theatre Studies  
Economics 

 
 

 

English Literature  
Mathematics 
Further Mathematics  
Geography 
Government and Politics 

 
 
 
 
 
 

History 
Modern Foreign Languages:  
French and Spanish 
Philosophy 
Photography  

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Physics 
Psychology 
Religious Studies  
Sociology 

 
. 
Professional Pathways 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Art & Design 
 

Art and Design A level provides opportunities every 
day for you to develop ideas imaginatively, and to 
apply your creativity. You will need to be 
industrious, and responsive to suggestions and 
feedback for improvement. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
You will develop your 
 creative skills across a range of styles and forms, 
and also strengthen your skills of analysis and 
critical evaluation, both of your own and others’ 
work. You will also be offered the opportunity to 
learn about and visit diverse world-class art venues 
across London. The end of course exhibition will 
give you the chance to showcase your talent and 
hard work. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Combination of coursework and controlled 
assessments. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who are creative and imaginative, enjoy 
developing ideas in a practical way and 
experimenting with a variety of materials and 
techniques. 
 
What could I do next? 
Art and Design A level and further related study 
can lead to careers in the creative industries in the 
fields of fashion, gallery/ museum management, 
architecture, interior design, graphic design, film 
and TV design, jewellery design, theatre and set 
design. 

 

Alex 
Isted 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
Art, Double Business 

 
“The personal help I receive 
enables me to flourish and 
develop my own individual 

style” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Biology 
 

Biology is the study of living organisms. Biologists study 
every aspect of life, from the intricate workings of 
individual cells to the effects of humans and other 
organisms on the Earth’s atmosphere. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Biology is a subject where you will constantly learn 
interesting things about the workings of the human body 
and about the wider world around you. As well as being a 
fascinating subject, Biology is brilliant if you want to 
develop your skills and make yourself an attractive 
candidate for universities and employers. Studying 
Biology will develop your mathematical, problem-solving 
and literacy skills, with a significant element of 
laboratory and practical work throughout the two-year 
course. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who have curious minds, a genuine interest in 
studying living things and who want to get a hands-on 
experience of science. 
 
What could I do next? 
A-Level Biology students are in a position to progress to 
science-related degrees, including competitive fields 
such as Medicine, Biomedical Science or Dentistry. The 
analytical skills that are required for Biology (and any 
science A level) are highly valued by most employers and 
universities and can lead to a wide range of study and 
career options. 

Grace 
Betts 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
Biology, Maths, History & History 

 

“My Biology teacher, 
being a senior examiner, 

has given me a great insight 
into the demands of the 

exam process” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Business BTEC Level 3 Single Award 
 

The Extended Certificate in business is for learners who 
are interested in learning about the business sector 
alongside other fields of study, with a view to 
progressing to a wide range of higher education courses, 
not necessarily in business-related subjects. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
You will develop practical skills and theoretical 
understanding of the world of business and complete 
projects investigating topics such as marketing, 
financial analysis, accounting, human resource 
management and retail strategies. By the time you have 
completed the course you will have a good knowledge of 
the wide world of business and a practical skill set that 
will prepare you for the next stage education or career 
progression. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
50% of the course is assessed through coursework 
assessments that are completed throughout the course. 
In addition, you will complete two external assessments 
(one written examination paper and one controlled 
assessment. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students with a strong interest in current affairs and 
business and who enjoy applying their knowledge and 
understanding to real world scenarios. 
 
Entry Requirements: At least five GCSEs 
at minimum grade 4 including English and 
Mathematics or Level 2 Award in Business with Merit 
grade plus GCSE grade 4 in English and Mathematics. 
 
What could I do next? 
The qualification prepares you for a career in business 
by progressing directly into employment or providing 
the opportunity of going to university. 
 
Future careers include accounting, banking, insurance, 
human resources, marketing, sales. In addition, we will 
prepare you for starting your own business / e-business. 
BTEC Nationals are accepted by many universities 
worldwide as 
A-Level equivalents. 

Raghav 
Mehta 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
Business, Biology and Maths 

 
“The teachers of Business 

are so supportive 
and helpful” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Chemistry 
 

Chemistry is the study of matter, its 
properties, and how and why substances 
combine or separate to form other substances. 
It also involves the study of how these 
substances interact with energy. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
A-Level Chemistry is challenging but hugely 
rewarding, requiring you to extend and 
deepen the knowledge and understanding you 
gained at GCSE. You will develop your skills 
in problem-solving, analysis and data-
handling, while having the opportunity to 
develop your practical skills through regular 
laboratory work. These transferable skills 
make science graduates highly employable in 
a range of professions. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year 
course. 
 
Who is this course suitable for? 
Students with strong numeracy skills, a real 
interest in science and who desire to develop 
greater understanding of how physical 
sciences shape the world around 
us. 
 
What could I do next? 
Chemistry is either required or strongly 
recommended for many related degree 
courses such as Medicine, Pharmacy, 
Dentistry, Biomedical Science and Veterinary 
Medicine. In more general terms, Chemistry 
is a widely respected subject that will support 
progression to most professional careers such 
as Nutritional science, Brewing, Aerospace 
engineering, Materials science and 
Engineering, Forensic science, Chemical 
Engineering, Drug and Vaccine development, 
Environmental science, Conservation, 
Petrochemicals. 

 

 

“Chemistry is a popular A-Level in 
the Sixth Form, with many 
students choosing to pursue 

medical and engineering 
degrees at university” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Dance 
 

Dance is a unique language which focuses on developing 
practical choreographic skills, enhanced by analytical 
studies and dance technique. A-Level Dance is a dynamic 
qualification which encourages students to develop their 
creative and intellectual capacity, alongside transferrable 
skills such as team working, communication and problem 
solving. 
 
All of these are sought after skills by higher education and 
employers and will help them stand out in the workplace 
whatever their choice career. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
A-Level Dance is an exciting and diverse subject. The 
course reflects both historical and current dance, inspiring 
a passion and appreciation for the subject. We have a 
long-standing partnership with the Hofesh Shechter 
dance company allowing for exciting workshops with 
professionals and invites to premiers of their theatrical 
works. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Ongoing assessment of performances and coursework. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who are committed performers and 
choreographers with a passion for dance. Ideally with a 
high level at GCSE or extensive dance skills from studio 
schools. 
 
What could I do next? 
Degree in dance and performing arts, Teaching, Education 
in arts companies, Entertainment, Performing Arts 
industries, Leisure industries, Arts journalism, All 
industries which require soft skills. 

Alfie 
Fuller 

 

St. Leonards Academy 
Dance & Double Business 

 

“The smaller class sizes 
have enabled me to get 

the help I needed.” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Design & Technology 
 

Students will use their creativity and imagination to 
design and make high quality prototypes that solve real 
and relevant problems, considering their own and 
others’ needs, wants and values. They will learn about 
contemporary technologies, materials and processes, as 
well as established practices. 
 
Students will investigate historical, social, cultural, 
environmental and economic influences on design and 
technology and will put this learning into practice. 
Students will gain a real understanding of what it 
means to be a designer, alongside the knowledge and 
skills sought by higher education and employers. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Design and Technology teaches a range of design and 
practical skills as well as technical principles. Gaining 
skills and experience in designing and making using the 
latest technologies is vital in order to be able to actively 
participate in an increasingly technological world. D&T 
teaches students how to take risks in order to trial new 
ideas and solutions and become resourceful, innovative 
and enterprising. During this course you will develop an 
in-depth portfolio of work that will demonstrate a wide 
range of skills, knowledge and techniques to showcase 
your capabilities as a designer/maker to future 
employers/course providers. Being able to ‘think 
outside the box’ and independently solve problems are 
skills that make individuals unique and appealing to 
employers or course providers. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Coursework (NEA) = 50% of final grade and 
involves a design and make project. 
Written exam = 50% of final grade. 
 
Who is this course suitable for? 
Students who enjoy designing and making and have a 
GCSE in D&T or can demonstrate design ability. Entry 
requirements: ideally a minimum of a grade 6 in D&T 
and Maths. 
 
What could I do next? 
Product Design, Graphic and Digital Design, 
Engineering, Construction Industry, ICT Industry, 
CAD/CAM, Interior Design, Architecture, Landscape 
Design, Industrial Design, Art & Design, Promotion and 
Advertising, Electronics and Robotics, Project 
Management. 

Rebecca 
Godfree 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
D&T, Geography & Chemistry 

 

“The subject is really 
interesting and the 
style of teaching is 

well-structured and 
engaging” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Drama & Theatre Studies 
 

Drama and Theatre Studies involves a significant 
element of practical performance work based on 
your imagination, creativity and teamwork. You 
will also develop your academic skills through 
coursework and exploration of scripts. To support 
that, you will also explore social, historical and 
cultural influences on drama and performance. 
There is a strong focus on developing your own 
skills of acting, directing, stage design and working 
with scripts. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
As well as being an exciting and fulfilling subject to 
study, Drama and Theatre Studies will allow you to 
develop excellent life skills which will support your 
learning across all subjects. You will have the 
opportunity to take part in unique performances, 
work with professional companies and 
practitioners, and experience regular live theatre to 
enrich your learning. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Ongoing assessment of performances and 
coursework, and an examination at the end of the 
two-year course. You will be supported 
throughout the course to develop your skills to 
ensure you reach your full potential. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who are committed performers, with a 
love of theatre. The course is excellent 
preparation for those wishing to pursue Drama or 
a related field in higher education, or as an 
additional subject for students keen to focus on 
developing strong communication and 
teamworking skills or to develop a facilitating 
subject for future learning. 
 
What could I do next? 
Drama and Theatre Studies is excellent 
preparation for a number of degree courses 
including Acting, Directing, Drama and Theatre 
Studies, Performing Arts, Technical Theatre and 
English. As a creative and academic subject, it can 
also support applications to a range of Arts, 
Humanities and Social Science degrees. 
 
Communication and teamworking are skills that 
are valued highly by all employers. 

 
 

 

“Drama has always been an 
important part of the 

curriculum at Ark Alexandra, 
and we are proud to be a Lead 

School for the Royal 
Shakespeare Company.” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Economics 
 

Economics is the study of human choices and how society 
uses its resources. In a world where there is scarcity of 
land, labour, raw materials, capital and enterprise, 
Economics helps people make the right choices by 
showing them the most efficient way to use these scarce 
resources in achieving their goals. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Economics is highly respected by universities and 
provides you with knowledge and skills necessary to 
succeed in a variety of professional careers. These include 
quantitative and qualitative data analysis, formal written 
communication and understanding of a wide range of 
real-world issues affecting society, government, and 
business. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students with a strong interest in current affairs 
(especially politics, government and business) and who 
enjoy applying their knowledge and understanding to 
real world scenarios. 
 
What could I do next? 
A level Economics can lead to a variety of degree courses 
at university, typically in fields such as Business / 
Management / Accountancy / Finance and Social 
Sciences. Economics is often paired with another related 
subject such as Politics or Management to make up a 
university degree. Some Economics degrees also require 
Maths A level. It is widely respected by universities and 
employers, and can lead to careers in banking and 
finance, business consulting, accountancy, law, 
journalism, civil service, business and management, or 
education. 
 
Economics graduates are highly sought after in the 
labour market. 

Masah 
Al Sabbagh 

 

St Leonards Academy 
Economics, Biology, Chemistry, Maths 

 

“Teachers are very 
welcoming & you always 

get the support you need in 
a small class environment” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

English Literature 
 

English Literature is the study of the work of a 
variety of great writers. The study of literature 
should bring you both knowledge and pleasure: you 
will study a wide range of novels, plays, poems and 
other literary forms in order to explore the concerns 
of the people who wrote them, the methods that they 
use to shape the responses of their readers and the 
conclusions that we can draw from our reading of 
them. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Studying a range of literature will broaden your 
ideas, develop the skills involved in debate and 
discussion, and encourage the discipline of detailed 
textual analysis. It is a highly regarded, useful 
foundation for a range of university subjects. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Coursework (20%) and examinations at the end of 
the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who love to read and to talk about books 
and are willing to offer their opinions in lessons and 
to engage with those of others. In addition, students 
who are able to write clearly using appropriate 
literary terms, arguing fluently and analysing 
cogently. 
 
What could I do next? 
English Literature is highly regarded by both 
universities and employers and will support your 
progression to a range of courses and careers. The 
skills of textual analysis and written communication 
are vital in most professional careers, and highly 
relevant in law, journalism, public relations and 
marketing. 

Sajaa 
Osman 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
English Literature, History & Biology 

 

“I have received an 
overwhelming amount of 
support for my university 

application and thoroughly 
enjoy studying my subjects” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including a grade 7 in Maths 

Mathematics 
 

Mathematics A level builds on the topics studied on 
the Higher Specification GCSE course. Within Pure 
Mathematics you will be introduced to calculus 
techniques as well as extending your algebra skills. 
You will also study a variety of topics within 
Statistics and Mechanics. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
An A-Level in Mathematics shows logic, reasoning 
and a high level of numeracy, and serves to support 
many other A level courses. Furthermore, 
employers in all sectors highly value a candidate 
who can offer mathematical ability — research has 
shown those with a Mathematics A level earn more, 
on average, than those without. Studying A level 
Mathematics therefore offers you the opportunity 
to develop your knowledge, skills 
and employability. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who have loved studying Mathematics 
during primary and secondary school, enjoy 
working hard and are motivated by the challenge of 
solving complex problems using exact methods. 
 
What could I do next? 
Mathematics A level supports applications for most 
degree courses and almost all career pathways — 
from Medicine to Engineering, and Computer 
Programming to Finance and Accounting. It is well 
regarded by universities and can therefore support 
most subject combinations at A level. 

Hannah 
Barnicoat-Hill 

 

 

“Studying Maths has been a 
passion and through the 

support of my teachers I have 
excelled and achieved my 
ambition of studying it at 

university”  

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
A grade 7 or above in Maths 

Further Mathematics 
 

Further Mathematics extends the areas of Pure 
Mathematics, Statistics and Mechanics taught in the A 
level Mathematics course. Further Mathematics will 
challenge you beyond your A level Mathematics 
course, while further developing your mathematical 
knowledge, understanding and problem-solving skills. 
Students with a very strong interest in Mathematics, 
and high GCSE grades (8–9 at GCSE) may opt to take 
Further Mathematics as an additional A level. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Further Mathematics will give you an excellent 
starting point for further study in fields such as 
Mathematics, Engineering and Physics at university. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who have a strong desire to extend their 
mathematical expertise, and are aiming to study 
Mathematics, Engineering or Physics at good 
universities. 
 
What could I do next? 
Like Mathematics A level, Further Mathematics 
supports many career pathways — particularly those 
that require high levels of mathematical skill such as 
engineering, computer programming and actuarial 
science. It is highly regarded by employers and 
universities, as it shows a very high level of 
mathematical ability. 

Marco 
Duraku 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
A-Level Maths, Physics, Biology 

 
 

“My teachers have expert 
knowledge which has really 

helped me to achieve in my A 
level studies” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Geography 
 

A-Level Geography involves the study of topical and important 
aspects of human society and our physical environment. You will 
develop an in-depth understanding of human topics like 
globalisation, regeneration and cities while physical topics include 
coasts, water and carbon cycles and hazards. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Are you passionate about reducing global warming? Are you 
driven to reduce economic inequality? Are you determined to 
reduce the impacts of natural hazards? If so, choose geography. 
 
Geography is a fascinating subject because you will uncover the 
complex and ever-changing systems which shape life on Earth. 
You will analyse the varying physical and human processes and 
how societies, economies and the environment are impacted by 
these. You will assess the mechanisms being used to create more 
sustainable futures and manage the challenges facing the earth 
today. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
NEA (coursework) 20% 
Examinations x 2 
Paper 1 – Physical Geography 40% 
Paper 2 – Human Geography 40% 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Like all chosen course of study, it is vital that you have an interest 
in areas of geography and are enthusiastic to learn about the 
natural and human processes happening around us, how they 
impact on people and places and how we can function sustainably 
as a society.  
 
It works well alongside any other A level options, but especially 
Economics, Politics, Business Studies, History, Biology, Sociology 
and Maths. 
 
What could I do next? 
Because the knowledge and skills acquired in geography are so 
broad there are a multitude of industries where geography study 
at A level and higher education are applicable. 
 
Some examples of employment related to geography in the private 
and public sectors are: Environmental consultants – environment 
agencies, monitoring and analysing changes in environments, GIS 
– geographical information systems, which is digital mapping, 
Planning – new development, infrastructure, regeneration, 
Education, Economics – financial analysis, Health – public health 
and regulation, Development – NGOs/Charitable causes. 

Lucia 
Messett 

 

St. Leonards Academy 
Geography, Maths, Psychology & Dance 

 
 

“I love the supportive 
environment and the 
teachers have been 
really welcoming” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Government & Politics 
 

A level Government and Politics allows students to 
study the government and politics of the UK and the 
USA, as well as exploring core political ideas. These 
are concepts and issues that will affect their lives as 
they move into adulthood. Politics is a live subject in 
which current events and issues will be studied to gain 
understanding of the impact on our political system, 
for example, how the ongoing Brexit situation will 
affect everyday lives. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Having a deep understanding of government and 
politics enables students to understand the world 
around them and will enable them to become very 
informed citizens in our democracy. The political 
landscape is dynamic and changes every day, with new 
examples relevant to this course appearing constantly 
in the media. Picking which examples to use in your 
answers to essay questions is really exciting as 
something that has happened on the very day you are 
taking, you’re A-Level exams can appear in your 
response. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who choose Government and Politics should 
have an interest in the subject and some skills in 
written analysis and evaluation. 
 
What could I do next? 
A level Government and Politics prepares students for 
many forms of employment as well as further study. 
You will gain many analytical and practical skills 
including the ability to conduct research, oral and 
written communication and IT, all of which are 
invaluable in today’s employment market.  
 
Government and Politics at A level is also long 
established as a respected social science and prepares 
students for a range of different degree courses. 

Mahir 
Ahmed 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
History, Politics and Economics 

 

“Politics was a new subject 

to me, but I really enjoyed 
the opportunity to study 

something different and so 
relevant” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

History 
 

A level History at Ark Alexandra allows students to study 
the Tudors and Russia 1917-1953. Both periods are of 
domestic and international significance and shaped the 
world we live in today. Students have autonomy to study a 
period of their choice, which spans a hundred years, under 
guidance from their teacher for their NEA (coursework). 
 
Students have the chance to apply your knowledge and 
understanding by arguing the causes, consequences and 
significance of the key events studied. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
History is a traditional academic subject that is highly 
regarded by top universities, both as a means to access a 
wide variety of more specialist courses and also as a 
subject in its own right. 
 
Studying History at A level will give you a broad 
understanding of current world affairs, while also helping 
you build key skills such as literacy, communication, 
analysis and critical thinking. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Coursework (20%) and examinations at the end of the two-
year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who are interested in analysing the causes and 
impact of historical events, and who are open-minded to 
help them understand alternative viewpoints and the 
cultural norms that governed the thinking of people in the 
past. 
 
What could I do next? 
History is a subject that provides excellent preparation for 
Higher Education, and also complements any other essay 
subject at A level. History is well regarded by universities 
and supports an application for many subjects, notably 
English, History, Law, Modern Languages and Politics. A 
History degree is a pathway to a wide variety of 
professional careers in Law, Management consultancy and 
Politics. 

Kyle 
Acosta 

 

Philippines 
History, Sociology, Economics and 

Government & Politics 
 

“My teachers and our 
Sixth Form administrator 
have made me feel seen, 

heard and accepted, which 
really helped me cope with 
the demanding challenges 

for A-Levels” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Modern Foreign Languages 
 

You will study the language, grammatical structures, 
communication as well as culture, history and 
politics of French/ Spanish speaking countries. 
Moving on from GCSE, you will learn how to 
confidently communicate in written and spoken 
French/ Spanish with a high level of grammatical 
accuracy. You will also study a film and a novel in a 
target language. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
An A level in either French or Spanish will give you a 
huge advantage in the globalised job market, 
allowing you to compete for roles with an even wider 
range of employers. You will develop the linguistic 
skills that you acquired at GCSE to allow you to 
manipulate either language more effectively, and 
move towards fluency. You will also study the use of 
language in political and social contexts, using news 
reports and articles to acquire vocabulary and 
grammatical knowledge. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
You are assessed by examinations in reading, 
listening, speaking and writing. 
 
Who are these courses suitable for? 
Students who are keen to develop fluency in a 
modern foreign language, and would like to learn 
more about foreign culture, politics and society. 
 
What could I do next? 
Vital for students who want to go on to study 
languages or linguistics at university, an A level in 
MFL will also give any CV a huge boost when 
applying for jobs in any sector and with international 
employers. MFL are also well regarded as 
complementary subjects for any combination, 
whether Science, Arts, Law or Humanities. 

Jodie 
Beard 

 

St Leonards Academy 
Spanish, English Literature, Biology, Maths 

 

“It’s great to have the 
smaller classes and 

Ark Alexandra offers some 
amazing clubs, like 

Philosophy & Debating” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Photography 
 

The world is flooded with images; advertising, 
journalism, broadcast media, communication and 
social media all exploit images to inform, persuade, 
entice and entertain. Photography A level is an 
exciting way of discovering how images function, how 
they are used to tell stories, communicate ideas and 
document our world. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Throughout the photography A Level you will explore 
both the technical and theoretical aspects of image 
creation. You will gain the skills necessary to generate 
and manipulate images that can be employed across a 
range of industries such as fine art, social media, 
journalism, advertising, film making, corporate 
imagery, graphic design and commercial portraiture. 
 
You will also gain a strong understanding of historic 
and contemporary Photography through supporting 
contextual studies. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
A combination of coursework and controlled 
assessments. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who have achieved a previous qualification 
in Art or Photography at GCSE or those who can 
demonstrate a basic competence in the use of cameras 
and digital imaging software. 
 
What could I do next? 
A-Level Photography students often progress onto 
degree courses or enter directly into creative 
industries such as Journalism, Film, Television, 
Graphic Design, Social Media, Portraiture, 
Advertising, Fashion Design and Promotion, Magazine 
Design, Press photography, Visual merchandising as 
well as enjoying extended career opportunities such as 
Medical Illustrator, Scene of Crime photographer, 
cruise liner, holiday and leisure company and theme 
park photography, wedding and high street portrait 
photography. 

Ellis 
Mitchell 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
Photography, DT and Business 

 

“Photography enables us to 
explore the world through 

different lenses” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Philosophy 
 

Philosophy is the study of knowing, acting, existing 
and argumentation. The discipline is concerned 
with questions such as: ‘what is knowledge?’, ‘do I 
exist?’, ‘am I my mind or my body?’, ‘does the idea 
of God make sense?’ and ‘how should I live my 
life?’. Philosophy is that which comes before, and 
below, all other areas of study. Without 
philosophical ideas, intellectual enquiry is 
impossible. Most importantly, it is the possibility of 
thinking freely for oneself and questioning the 
world with which one is confronted. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Philosophy is unique among A-level options in so 
far as it takes all other subjects as its area of study. 
As a result, Philosophy compliments any other 
courses that can be taken. Students who take the 
course will develop their critical reading skills, 
writing skills and skills of argumentation. Finally, 
philosophy is a chance to examine one’s life and 
‘the unexamined life is not worth living’. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who are these courses suitable for? 
Students who are interested in asking questions, 
expressing their views and discovering the truth. 
Anyone who wants to think about ‘questions 
without answers’ and find out the answers. 
 
What could I do next? 
Philosophy can be used in any area of further 
study. As such, universities consider the 
qualification valuable regardless of the student’s 
proposed area of further study. Specifically, the 
course compliments those wishing to pursue 
further studies in: Cognitive Science; Computer 
Science; Economics; Engineering; English 
Literature; History; Linguistics; Mathematics; 
Philosophy; Politics; Psychology; Theology. 

 

 

 
“The unexamined life is not 

worth living”  
- Socrates 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Physics 
 

Physics is defined as the study of matter, energy, and the 
interaction between them. It is the science of how things move 
and why things behave in certain ways and provides a 
fascinating insight into why our world is what it is. Physics is 
highly mathematical and uses formulae and logic to solve 
everyday problems, and also predict future events. 
Furthermore, it holds the answers to some fundamental 
questions about the history of the Earth, our solar system and 
the universe. Physics at A level involves practical work as well as 
plenty of theory — you will discover many new terms, formulae 
and mathematical methods to help you answer questions. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Are you curious about the mysterious sub-atomic particles that 
are the fundamental building blocks of life as we know it? 
Would you like to understand the work engineers do to create 
the biggest man-made structures? 
 
Are you motivated by the idea of applying your Mathematics 
skills to real world contexts? If so, Physics could be an excellent 
choice of subject for you at A level. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who enjoy Mathematics and Physics at GCSE, enjoy 
seeing a real-world application of Mathematics, and who are 
motivated to study hard to come to grips with lots of new 
terminology and formulae. 
 
What could I do next? 
A level Physics can lead to university degrees in Physics, 
Mathematics, Engineering and Medical Science, depending on 
the other subjects you have chosen. It shows a high level of 
numeracy, logic and reasoning skills, and a Physics-related 
degree can lead to many excellent career options in fields such 
as engineering, technology, manufacturing, and financial 
markets. 

David 
Wiederstein 

 

St Richards 
Catholic College 
Physics, Psychology & Design & 

Technology 

 
“The travel is worth it” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Psychology 
 

Fundamentally, Psychology is the study of human 
behaviour. By studying Psychology, you will gain a 
fascinating scientific insight into how the human mind 
works to affect how we behave, and you will grapple 
with great questions about the interpretation of dreams, 
the use of offender profiling in criminal investigation 
and the causes of mental illnesses. You will develop 
understanding of classic psychological theories by 
applying them to real life contexts, as well as carrying 
out psychological investigations and writing reports 
based upon your findings Lessons are designed to be 
engaging and interactive, with frequent opportunities 
for debate. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Psychology is a fascinating subject to study if you are 
interested in the world around you and want to find out 
more about the behaviour and decisions of individuals 
and groups. You will also develop a host of transferable 
life skills and a high level of self-awareness. As a result 
of the understanding, you will develop of how people 
think, feel, and behave, you will find that Psychology A 
level will help you progress in many professional 
careers. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who want to find out about the human mind 
and understand how it governs human behaviour. It is 
also important to have an interest in society and social 
issues, and a motivation to read widely to broaden your 
knowledge and understanding. 
 
What could I do next? 
Psychology can help your career either directly or 
indirectly. If you wish to become a psychologist, 
therapist or mental health worker, this A level is of 
direct value. 
 
Psychology graduates can also build careers in related 
sectors such as education, the police and social work, or 
in a range of commercial contexts. Psychology provides 
you with life skills that are transferable to any career. 

Talar 
Kafroshi  

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 
Sociology, Politics and Psychology 

 

“The support I have received 
from my teachers has been 

crucial in helping me to 
choose the right university 

and course” 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Religious Studies 
 

Religious Studies A level allows you to explore classical 
arguments for and against theism, atheism, and agnosticism. 
It comprises abstract thinking as well as logical arguments 
for and against the existence of God. You will also explore 
religious and secular arguments about morality, all of which 
are applied to medical ethics and war and peace. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Religious Studies A level is a traditional subject that is highly 
regarded by universities. More fundamentally, it will give you 
a chance to debate controversial and topical issues like 
medical ethics and the environment. You will develop a 
deeper understanding of good ethical practices, social and 
cultural diversity and the role of religion in promoting, and 
challenging, social cohesion. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Two exams at the end of the course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students with an interest in religion, philosophy, ethics and 
social history, and who have an open mind ready to explore 
topics and concepts that may conflict with, and contradict, 
their own beliefs. 
 
What could I do next? 
The course is highly regarded by both universities and 
employers and will therefore support your progression to a 
variety of professional careers in virtually any sector. You will 
develop a wide range of transferable skills, including written 
and oral communication, textual analysis and critical 
thinking. 

Clara  
Patrao  
Lomba 

 

St. Leonards Academy 
Religious Studies, English Literature, 

Sociology & Drama 
 

“The pastoral care is 
fantastic and really 

personal, teachers are 
really driven 

to getting you to where 
you want to be.” 

 

 

  



ENTRY REQUIREMENTS 
At least 5 GCSEs graded 9-4 including English and Maths 

Sociology 
 

Sociology is the study of human society, how society has 
developed, how it is structured and how it works. You will look at 
culture and identity, social problems such as crime and poverty 
and the opportunities and challenges presented by globalisation. 
You can expect Sociology to shock and surprise you, as you begin 
to see the world around you in a new way, and to challenge many 
of your own assumptions and beliefs. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Sociology allows you to gain an understanding of the way society 
works, and therefore to gain a different and much fuller 
perspective on the world around you. For example, you will have 
the opportunity to tackle contentious debates like why the prison 
population contains more people from ethnic minority 
backgrounds, why some sections of society have become obsessed 
with celebrity, the social and economic reasons behind health 
inequality by region and social class in the UK, and the impact of 
new media on global popular culture. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations at the end of the two-year course. 
 
Who is the course suitable for? 
Students who have a strong interest in current affairs and the 
world around them, who enjoy asking and debating big questions 
about society, and who are ready to challenge their own thinking. 
 
What could I do next? 
Many students go on to study related Social Science courses at 
university, and a background in Sociology is helpful in careers 
such as law, civil service, education, criminal justice system and 
social work. You will develop a strong skillset including written 
and oral communication, and the ability to analyse and evaluate 
data from a range of sources — useful in a wide range of 
professional contexts. 

Jake 
Lovell 

 

Robertsbridge 
Community College 
Sociology & Double Business Studies 

 

“I have settled in really 
well at Ark Alexandra 
Academy Sixth Form. 

The teachers are really 
kind and supportive.” 

 

 

  



PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS 

 

BTEC Level 3 Business 
 

You will study a Level 3 qualification in Business that is 
equivalent to three A levels and holds the same number of UCAS 
points. You will work with employers to develop key skills: 
visiting their offices, meeting their employees, and accessing 
work experience opportunities. 
 
You will receive career mentoring to help you make a real and 
informed choice about what to do when you leave school. Your 
qualification will allow you to apply to top universities, 
competitive school leaver programmes, and apprenticeships 
with respected companies. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
Professional Pathways is an innovative programme of study 
offered at sixth forms across the Ark network. It has been 
designed in close collaboration with partners from the 
commercial and public sector. Those on this pathway will study 
towards the BTEC Extended Diploma, worth three A levels, in a 
programme that integrates academic study with extensive work 
experience opportunities, work readiness and career mentoring 
programmes. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
The majority of the course is assessed through coursework 
assessments that are completed throughout the course. In 
addition, you will complete four external assessments (one exam 
and three controlled assessments) which are taken under 
examination timed conditions. 
 
Who is the course for? 
Students who prefer practical learning and coursework over 
theoretical content and exams, as well as those who are keen to 
develop their employability skills and employer networks. 
 
Entry Requirements: Five GCSE Grades at grade 4 and above, 
including GCSE English and Maths. 
 
What could I do next? 
BTEC Nationals are accepted by many universities worldwide as 
A-level equivalents. Employers and universities highly value the 
practical, real-world skills BTEC Nationals learners 
demonstrate. 

Keelan 
Firth 

 

Claverham 
Community College 

Triple Business Studies 
 

“I found Future’s Week 
really valuable and I 
now know what my 

next steps 
are going to be.” 

 

  



PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS 

 

BTEC Level 3 Sport 
 

Studying BTEC Level 3 Sport will give you a fantastic 
insight into the amazing world of sport, from 
performance to health and safety. You will study a 
range of topics, developing a wide- ranging 
knowledge into the ‘how’ and ‘why’ of physical 
activity and sport. Students gain an understanding of 
the scientific, psychological, and socio-cultural 
factors that underpin physical activity. 
 
Why should you take this course? 
The combination of physical performance and 
academic challenge provides an exciting 
opportunity for students. Our sixth form enjoys an 
excellent reputation for Physical Education and sport 
and includes several International Performers 
amongst past students. The facilities at Ark 
Alexandra are outstanding and there are strong links 
both locally and nationally within sport and Physical 
Education. 
 
How will I be assessed? 
Examinations and Non-Exam Assessment. 
 
Who is the course for? 
Students who would like to develop their skills in 
decision making, psychological understanding of 
people, independent thinking, problem solving and 
analytical skills as well as thinking and acting under 
pressure. 
 
What could I do next? 
BTEC Level 3 Sport can lead to university degrees in 
a range of field connected to sport. These include 
Sports Science, Sports Management, Healthcare, or 
Exercise and Health. Physical Education can also 
complement further study in Biology, Human 
Biology, Physics, Psychology, Nutrition, Sociology 
and many more. It can lead to careers in sports 
development, sports coaching, physiotherapy, 
personal training or becoming one of the next 
generations of Physical Education teachers. 

 

 

 
Our sporting facilities are 

excellent including football, 
rugby and netball pitches, a 
professional running track, 
several sports hall and gym 

facilities. 
 
 

 

  



 

 
  

 

Celebration 



Get in touch 

 

 

To apply, please visit 

https://arkalexandra.org/sixth-form 

 

Ark Alexandra Academy 

William Parker Campus 

Park Avenue, Hastings 

East Sussex, TN34 2PG 

sixthform@arkalexandra.org  

01424 439888 

 
 


